Coarse graining of complex systems possessing many degrees of freedom can often be a useful approach for analyzing and understanding key features of these systems in terms of just a few variables. The relevant energy landscape in a coarse-grained description is the free energy surface as a function of the coarsegrained variables, which, despite the dimensional reduction, can still be an object of high dimension. Consequently, navigating and exploring this high-dimensional free energy surface is a nontrivial task. In this paper, we use techniques from multiscale modeling, stochastic optimization, and machine learning to devise a strategy for locating minima and saddle points (termed "landmarks") on a high-dimensional free energy surface "on the fly" and without requiring prior knowledge of or an explicit form for the surface. In addition, we propose a compact graph representation of the landmarks and connections between them, and we show that the graph nodes can be subsequently analyzed and clustered based on key attributes that elucidate important properties of the system. Finally, we show that knowledge of landmark locations allows for the efficient determination of their relative free energies via enhanced sampling techniques.
U
nderstanding the conformational equilibria of complex systems remains a significant challenge in the computational molecular sciences. Whether one is interested in predicting biomolecular structure, generating and thermodynamically ranking the polymorphs of molecular crystals, or studying the phase behavior of complex materials, the very large number of degrees of freedom renders such problems highly nontrivial. Often the most important conformational states in a system can be characterized in terms of a subset of collective degrees of freedom or "collective variables" (CVs), and the problem of mapping out the conformational equilibria amounts to generating the marginal probability distribution in these CVs, from which the associated free energy surface (FES) can be generated. Unfortunately, due to the existence of many minima on the potential energy surface separated by high barriers, transitions from basin to basin on this surface are rare, so that the FES cannot be generated on any reasonable timescale using standard molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) methods. Various enhanced sampling approaches have been devised to accelerate the exploration of such "rough" or "frustrated" energy landscapes to generate such FESs, either by elevating the temperature in the subspace of the CVs (1-3) or by applying a bias potential on the FES (4-7) as in the popular metadynamics approach (4, 5) . Recently, we have shown that these two classes of methods can be effectively combined (8) , and others have shown that various types of free energy dynamics are possible (9) .
Although it is often claimed that a low-dimensional manifold involving the selected CVs and embedded in the full phase space could capture the most important processes in complex systems (10, 11) , the problem of identifying the relevant CVs that characterize this low-dimensional surface remains unsolved in general. In particular, the chosen CVs must describe a manifold of slow motions in the system. Although considerable effort has been devoted to this subject (11) (12) (13) , most of the methods proposed require prior knowledge of the system, which necessitates sufficient sampling of the global configurational distribution. Moreover, quantifying different conformational equilibria might require different numbers of CVs, indicating that assigning a constant dimensionality to the low-dimensional manifold is inadequate (14) . One simple solution is to use a large number of CVs for the system, which may contain some redundancy yet are sufficient to incorporate the important slow modes. When this is done, one is necessarily faced with the problem of describing a high-dimensional free energy surface (HDFES). Despite the advent of robust enhanced sampling techniques capable of exploring HDFESs (8, 15, 16) , significant difficulties remain in the study of such surfaces, including the characterization and representation of a function of many variables. In fact, the low free energy regions on an HDFES possess a "spider's web" structure that occupies a relatively small fraction of the surface (16) . Thus, enhanced sampling methods designed to sample the surface uniformly could spend too much time in uninteresting, relatively high free energy regions. Even if a well-sampled HDFES is available, fitting it to some model functional form (8) and/or visualizing the samples in a low-dimensional space (16) are nontrivial problems. Interestingly, the spider's web structure indicates that the most interesting parts of the HDFES are the minima and the transition paths connecting them. As long as minima and saddles are located on an HDFES, relative free energy differences can be calculated and transition paths can be constructed. Therefore, the minima and saddle points are important "landmarks" on an HDFES, and locating these landmarks becomes a threshold for further analysis of the surface.
An obvious way to locate landmarks is to apply a searching algorithm on an analytically represented HDFES. However, difficulties in complete sampling and high-dimensional fitting
Significance
The problem of generating and navigating high-dimensional free energy surfaces is a significant challenge in the study of complex systems. The approach introduced represents an advance in this area, and its ability to generate and organize the key features of a high-dimensional free energy surface, i.e., its landmarks, with high efficiency impacts numerous problems in the materials and biomolecular sciences for which prediction of optimal structures is key. These include polypeptide and nucleic acid structure and crystal design and structure prediction. Moreover, as the algorithm targets the free energy surface, candidate structures can be ranked based on their relative free energies, which is not possible with algorithms that target only the bare potential energy surface.
become obstacles in such an approach. In this paper, we develop a strategy for locating landmarks on an HDFES "on the fly" by direct optimization. Various optimization approaches, such as the dimer method (17) (18) (19) , the activation-relaxation technology (ART) (20, 21) , and discrete path sampling (22) , have achieved considerable success in locating minima and saddles on potential energy surfaces. However, the problem of locating such landmarks on an HDFES has received significantly less attention. It is worth noting that, in general, the complexity of a frustrated system described by a particular potential energy function can be reduced by integrating out uninteresting degrees of freedom and obtaining the FES, a surface that encodes information about important conformational states. Because the FES is determined by the expectation of an indicator function, the optimization algorithm proposed here belongs to the general class of stochastic approximations, which is a family of optimization algorithms for objective functions that can be estimated only via noisy observations. Such algorithms have been successful in the field of electrical engineering, specifically in adaptive signal processing (23) , are the basis for stochastic gradient descent methods that are widely used in machine learning (24) , and have recently been used to optimize a biasing potential (25) in metadynamics. As our algorithm is designed to navigate HDFESs that are multiscale in nature, the algorithm falls within the general framework of multiscale modeling, specifically heterogenous multiscale modeling (HMM) (26) or the "equation-free" approach (27) . We show that the optimization algorithm can be tailored to suit the features of the FES, which are generated on the fly using machine-learning methods; this constitutes a significant difference from algorithms that operate on potential energy surfaces. The use of ART leads to a global search algorithm on the HDFES. We term the resulting approach the stochastic activation-relaxation technique (START). Once the landmarks are located, we show that they may be subsequently used as inputs to an enhanced sampling calculation to obtain, quantitatively, their associated free energies, a procedure that is of considerably greater efficiency than attempting to converge the full HDFES from scratch via enhanced sampling (with no a priori knowledge of the location of the landmarks). Finally, we address the problem of representing the HDFES explored by START by introducing a graph-based approach in which all of the landmarks obtained are colored vertices and connections between them are the edges. We then show that the graph nodes can be analyzed and clustered based on suitably chosen attributes to reveal archetypical configurations of the system.
Stochastic Approximation on an HDFES
Consider a system of N particles with coordinates r 1 ; . . . ; r N ≡ r ∈ R 3N interacting through a potential UðrÞ. We introduce a set of n CVs given by functions qðrÞ = fq 1 ðrÞ; . . . ; q n ðrÞg, which we assume capture the slow, collective motions of the system. We take the CVs as inputs and do not discuss here how they are generally chosen. The marginal probability distribution Pðs 1 ; . . . :; s n Þ ≡ PðsÞ, where s ∈ R n , gives the probability that q 1 ðrÞ = s 1 , q 2 ðrÞ = s 2 ,. . ., and q n ðrÞ = s n and is defined to be PðsÞ = C R dr e −βUðrÞ Q n α=1 δðq α ðrÞ − s α Þ, where β = 1=k B T, k B is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature of the system. The variables s 1 ; . . . :; s n are referred to as "coarse-grained" variables. Representing the product of δ-functions as the limit of a product of Gaussians (2, 3), we obtain PðsÞ = lim C and CðfκgÞ are overall normalization constants. The parameters κ 1 ; . . . ; κ n ≡ κ determine the width and height of the Gaussians, and for finite κ, the approximate marginal distribution converges to the true distribution weakly as Oð1=jκjÞ (28) . The FES associated with this marginal distribution is AðsÞ = −β −1 log PðsÞ, whereas the gradient and Hessian are expressed, respectively, in terms of the expectation or sample mean and sample covariance matrix of the quantity F inst = diagfκgðqðrÞ − sÞ, i.e., −∇A = E½F inst (8) , and
T is the covariance matrix of F inst . The probability distribution for calculating these expectations is the canonical distribution in Eq. 1 with fixed s. The samples come from molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations with a restraint on s. These estimators, denoted by FðsÞ and HðsÞ, exhibit lowamplitude noise whenever finite-time averaging is used. This is the main difference between the optimization on a potential energy surface and a FES. However, the noise is a necessary component in the START algorithm.
Starting from one point on an HDFES, neither minimum nor saddle optimization algorithms can guarantee a complete search of the minima/saddles on the surface. Here, we obtain a global search strategy by combining two protocols iteratively: A saddle optimization approach allows the system to escape a local minimum, and minimum optimization allows the system to relax from a saddle. In the latter, s is updated according to
There are various ways to locate an index-1 saddle point on a potential energy surface, including ART, the dimer method, descrete path sampling, and gentlest ascent dynamics (GAD) (30, 31) . As we have recently extended GAD to index-1 saddle searching on FESs (29), we now choose this scheme as the saddle optimization method in the START protocol. The optimization equations in this scheme are
Here, F k = Fðs k Þ − 2ðFðs k Þ · n k Þn k and δs is the same step size as in Eq. 2. The vector F k is a modification of the force Fðs k Þ such that an index-1 saddle becomes an attractor of s if n is close to the eigenvector of H with the minimum eigenvalue. The second equation evolves n to the required eigenvector. The parameter γ controls the "sensitivity" of n to a change in H, thus providing a means of damping the noise in H. This type of optimization algorithm most closely fits the HMM framework; i.e., Eqs. 2, 3a, and 3b can be viewed as macroscopic solvers for the coarsegrained variables. Information needed for these solvers can come from any microscopic approach capable of delivering the required constrained averages that produce FðsÞ and HðsÞ. Although the present study employs molecular dynamics for this task, stochastic dynamics or Monte Carlo could work equally well. Note that in Eqs. 2 and 3a, the step size δs is constant, and the force (F or F ) is normalized. This contrasts with traditional stochastic approximations in which the gradient of an objective function is typically unnormalized, and a step size δs k in the kth step of the optimization is chosen to decay as 1=k. In the present scheme, we choose δs to be sufficiently small so that when multiplied by the normalized force (Fðs k Þ=kFðs k Þk or F k =kF k k), s will not evolve too rapidly when Fðs k Þ or F k is large. In this way, we avoid large jumps in s and thus avoid a long equilibration phase in the restrained simulations. Note also that in traditional stochastic approximations, when k is large, δs k will be small, and s will advance more slowly than desired. By contrast, START with a constant step size and normalized force guarantees the efficiency of the optimization. When the step size is constant, however, s does not converge to a point; rather, the trajectory of s generates a cluster around a minimum/saddle (32) (see Fig. 2 ). Such a cluster formed during a minimum/saddle optimization can be extracted by a clustering algorithm (Materials and Methods), and landmarks will be covered by clusters. The exact location of each landmark is then determined by investigating the FES at the cluster. The local FES can be constructed from FðsÞ sampled within the cluster. In START, we approximate this local FES by a quadratic function, (8) . This is a quadratic programming problem with a unique solution. The landmark point, either a minimum or a saddle, is a critical point with zero gradient on A f ðsÞ that can be resolved by solving a set of linear equations ∇A f ðsÞ = 0. The matrix H f is actually the Hessian at the landmark, estimated by this local fitting, from which the properties of the landmark, e.g., the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian, can be determined.
A cluster can also form in a flat region (not a minimum or saddle) on the FES during an optimization. The reason for this is that in such a region, the mean force is small along several directions, and the noisy nature of F and H causes a minimum/ saddle optimization trajectory to remain in the region for a considerable period, thereby generating a cluster, before it is able to diffuse out. We illustrate this phenomenon using the alanine dipeptide in vacuum. The Ramachandran map, i.e., the FES as a function of the dihedral angles Φ and Ψ, exhibits a very flat region (proved by studying the converged mean force in Fig.  1A ), corresponding to M4 in Fig. 2 , that does not contain any landmarks. Fig. 1B shows one minimum optimization trajectory passing through this region: It wanders in this region (left box) for a relatively long period before finally diffusing out to a minimum (right box), thus forming a cluster (our criterion for cluster formation is described in Materials and Methods). When this happens, the optimization halts prematurely, and this cluster is then fed into the minimum/saddle analysis described above. Fig.  1C shows the resulting cluster around M4 together with the fitted critical point (landmark). We thus see that the fitted critical point is separated from the cluster centroid; i.e., it can be located at the edge or even outside the cluster. Inspired by the idea of support vector machines (SVMs), an algorithm that we term the "maximum separation test" is designed to screen out these false landmarks by quantifying the degree to which a point is "at the edge," "near the center," or "outside" of a cluster. Let w be the normal vector of a hyperplane through a fitted critical point. The number of samples on one side of the hyperplane is a function LðwÞ = P M m=1 Hðw · ðs m − s c ÞÞ, where HðxÞ is the Heaviside step function (0-1 loss function), s m is the coordinate of the mth point in the cluster, and s c is the coordinate of the fitted critical point. If we define w min = arg min kwk=1:0 LðwÞ, the hyperplane with w min as its normal vector, called the "plane of maximum separation," should have a minimum number of points ðL min Þ on one side and a maximum ðL max Þ on the other. Numerically, HðxÞ is replaced by the cumulative distribution F g ð · Þ of a Gaussian with SD σ, and we obtain the plane of maximum separation by minimizing LðwÞ = P M m=1 F g ðw · ðs m − s c ÞÞ. We then use the ratio l = L min =L max as an indicator of the location of a critical point relative to the cluster: The ratio l will be approximately unity if the critical point lies close to the center of the cluster, will decrease if the critical point shifts to the edge of the cluster, and will be approximately zero if the critical point lies outside the cluster. Fig.  1D shows the plane of maximum separation with all points located on one side. The l score in this case is very small (Fig. 2D) , and the fitted critical point should be excluded as a false landmark. The consistency of this result with our observations in Fig. 1 A and D highlights the utility of the maximum separation test.
A flowchart of the START procedure is shown in Fig. 2A . The initial shooting move before each optimization, like the initial shifting of one atom in the activation-relaxation technique (20, 21) , forces s to leave a landmark more quickly, thus increasing the overall efficiency. Instead of shooting along a random direction, other strategies, such as shooting along the direction of the Hessian eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue, can be used (29) . The clusters from the clustering algorithm are shown in Fig. 2B for an alanine dipeptide example. Fig. 2D plots the l scores of all of the clusters. Most of these clusters have large scores except for M4 and S7, indicating that these two clusters do not pass the maximum separation test and are, therefore, flat regions on the FES. After local mean force fitting and maximum separation tests, the locations of minima/saddles and the eigenvectors of the Hessians at these points are determined and are plotted in Fig. 2C . The locations of the landmarks match the shape of the FES from a 10-ns benchmark simulation using the unified free energy dynamics (UFED) method (8) (background FES of Fig. 2 B and C) and are also consistent with those in previous studies (33) .
Results
Alanine Tripeptide. The alanine dipeptide illustrated in Fig. 2 serves as a simple, illustrative example for the START algorithm. However, because the FES can also be generated via numerous enhanced sampling methods, and the locations of minima and saddles can be read off directly from the FES (8, 34), we consider next the alanine tripeptide in vacuum to provide an example of a nontrivial four-dimensional FES. It is instructive to test START on such a system. The two pairs of Ramanchandral angles are the most flexible CVs for this problem. To search as many minima and saddles as possible, 600 START iterations are used, and the total simulation time is nearly 150 ns. Local mean force fitting, followed by maximum separation testing, was applied to generate the critical points, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and l scores. Eighteen minima (M1-M18) and 45 saddles (S1-S45) were selected (SI Appendix). Seventeen minima found in this study also show up in the previously reported UFED study (8) , and one extra minimum, M14, is found. However, this minimum lies close to S40 and possesses a correspondingly small Hessian eigenvalue (SI Appendix), indicating that this minimum is shallow. With the information of all minima and saddles, it is possible to set up a network or graph connecting all metastable configurations. The network consisting of all possible conformational changes through various saddle points is exhibited in Fig. 3A . Blue and yellow vertices correspond to minima and saddles, respectively. Fig. 3B shows the number of clusters obtained as a function of the number of iterations. The number of clusters visited increases rapidly at the beginning and more slowly thereafter because the probability of finding a previously visited cluster increases during the START search procedure. After roughly 300 iterations, START has identified nearly all of the minima and most of the saddles. The subsequent 300 iterations simply provide additional mean force samples, which improves the accuracy of the local mean force fitting.
Met-Enkephalin. Met-enkephalin (Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met) is a pentapeptide well known as an endogenous ligand of the opioid receptors and distributed throughout the central nervous system. For this small peptide, we used the full set of 10 Ramachandran angles as CVs. In terms of these CVs, the FES is nontrivial (15, 16) . Thus, this system provides a very challenging 10-dimensional FES to test the ability of START. Our simulations used 6,905 START iterations (3.5 μs). After locally fitting the FES around a landmark to a quadratic form and testing all clusters by the maximum separation test, 1,081 minima and 1,431 saddles are located (SI Appendix). Saddles connecting to one minimum due the periodicity of the CVs are excluded here because they provide no information on conformational changes.
Similiar to Fig. 3A , a network representation with all minima and saddles as vertices can be constructed for this example. Viewing this network is clearly nontrivial. However, groups of landmarks may share structural similarities on a more coarsegrained level, and the 10 chosen CVs could exhibit structural redundancy. We therefore use the five α-carbon atoms to distinguish structural archetypes. The similarity between two different landmarks is based on the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of these α-carbon atoms. The network can be organized by grouping landmarks based on structural similarity, which here is achieved Each blue box represents a minimum and each yellow box represents a saddle. Generally, each saddle relaxes into two different minima, and two edges are drawn to connect the saddle with these minima, as shown. However, due to the periodicity of the CVs, some saddles, such as S5, S7, S19, S29, S37, and S44, can relax to one minimum only via two different pathways. This situation arises when dihedral angles are used as CVs and is not expected to occur for nonperiodic CVs. (B) The number of clusters after clustering in the START protocol increases with the number of iterations. Most of the minima/saddles are explored within the first 300 iterations.
using the sketch-map method (16) . The sketch map is a variation of multidimensional scaling that seeks a meaningful dimensional reduction of a high-dimensional configuration space while retaining the cluster structure in the low-dimensional representation (details in Materials and Methods). As shown in Fig. 4A , similar landmarks are clustered, and three regions indicate three major classes of structures. The ability to explore various folded and unfolded structures clearly proves that START is powerful as a global search tool on an HDFES. The locations of the landmarks generated by START are now used as inputs into an enhanced sampling calculation to obtain the free energies of these landmarks. Several enhanced sampling algorithms can be used to estimate the free energies of the landmarks. Here, we use driven adiabatic free energy dynamics (d-AFED)/temperatureaccelerated MD (TAMD) (2, 3) to evaluate free energies of the landmarks because of d-AFED's ability to sweep rapidly over the free energy landscape and quickly generate free energies at the START landmark locations. The same CVs as in START are used in the d-AFED run (details in Materials and Methods). The free energies of landmarks from a 500-ns d-AFED simulation are shown in Fig. 4B . In fact, the first 200 ns of the d-AFED simulation are already sufficient to select quantitatively the low free energy landmarks (<8 kcal/mol) to within 1 kcal/mol (Fig. 4C ). Thus, it should be clear that having this information available a priori is considerably more efficient than searching for the landmarks from scratch via the enhanced sampling procedure.
Conclusion and Perspective
A robust and efficient approach for searching minima and saddles (landmarks) on an HDFES, START, has been introduced. START provides a strategy for analyzing HDFESs and circumventing the difficulties of uniform sampling and global construction of the HDFES. We used the alanine tripeptide and met-enkaphlin examples to show that START is a powerful tool for the global exploration of an HDFES and for the fast and accurate pinning down of exact locations of landmarks. Although our examples were performed in the gas phase, it is important to note that, since the START algorithm targets the FES in selected CVs, these systems could just as well have been performed in explicit solvent, a feature that distinguishes START from methods that directly target the potential energy surface. If the main goal of a study is to explore the FES, including identifying important configurations such as folded structures in proteins and polymorphs of molecular crystals and computing free energy differences between them, the landmarks located by START are important inputs. The saddles located by START can also be used to construct a good initial guess for subsequent searching of transition paths connecting the two minima on the FES with methods such as the nudged-elastic band approach (17) or the string method (35) . The relative free energies of all (or some) landmarks could be easily evaluated by other enhanced sampling methods once the landmarks are located. A network or graph containing all of the landmarks can be constructed as a representation of the HDFES. This network, which also specifies connections between saddles and minima as the edges in the graph, provides important information for studying mechanisms of conformational changes in the system. A related representation was proposed to set up a network for organic reactions (36) . In the present scheme, our graph representation allows us to apply graph analysis methods on the HDFES in which the vertices are characterized by a set of key features or molecular structural similarity, so that important properties of the system can be subsequently revealed and elucidated. In a manner that is similar to building a stationary point database in discrete path sampling (22) , landmarks located by START, together with their free energies and the graph representation, can also be used for further kinetic studies. The network of all landmarks. Each blue dot denotes a minimum, and each red dot corresponds to a saddle. The coordinates of the vertices are generated by the sketch-map algorithm (16) . Every saddle is connected with two minima via solid gray lines. Three major classes of configurations are labeled "A," "B," and "C" and divided by black dashed lines. Region A includes all landmarks associated with "unfolded" or "extended" structures. Examples are structures 6, 7, and 8, as shown. Region B corresponds to helical structures, e.g., structures 1 (3 10 helix) and 2. Region C mainly contains hairpin-like conformations. There are β-hairpin structures with various turns: a γ-turn for structure 3 and a β-turn for structure 4; and there are other "U"-shaped structures, e.g., structure 5. 
Materials and Methods
Two test systems, here the alanine di-and tripeptides and met-enkaphalin in vacuum, are studied by the START algorithm. Samples for Fðs k Þ and Hðs k Þ required by START are generated from restrained molecular dynamics simulations with fixed s = s k . All simulations were performed using the PINY_MD (37) package with the CHARMM22 (38) force field. The reversible multiple time-step algorithm r-RESPA (39) was used to integrate the equations of motion, with a 1.0-fs time step for nonbonded interactions and a 0.5-fs time step for intramolecular interactions. The Nosé-Hoover chain algorithm was used with chain length 2 to maintain an average temperature of 300 K. The CVs in all three examples were taken to be the Ramachandran dihedral angles, and the coupling constant κ for the restrained simulations was 278.2 kcal·mol
. The simulation time for each restrained simulation was 1 ps for the alanine di-and tripeptides. In the met-enkaphalin example, the simulation time for each restrained simulation was 1 ps for optimizing to minima, whereas the simulation time was 10 ps for saddle optimizations. In all three cases, the step size δs is chosen as 6.0°(0.105 rad). A minimum/saddle optimization was regarded as converged when the trajectory remained in a box with side length 23°(0.4 rad) for 20 steps for the alanine dipeptide, 30 steps for the alanine tripeptide, and 40 steps for met-enkaphalin. Before minimum/saddle optimizations, the system was shot out along a random direction for 5 steps. The initial direction of n in GAD was chosen to be the same as this random shooting direction. In the saddle optimization, the parameter γ = 10:0 for the alanine dipeptide and the alanine tripeptide, and γ = 0:05 for the met-enkaphalin due to the very high dimensionality of the FES.
The density-based spatial clustering for applications with noise (DBSCAN) (40) is suitable for analyzing and classifying the clusters generated in the two optimization steps of the START protocol. The DBSCAN algorithm begins with an arbitrary unvisited sample point on the FES and a count of the number of neighboring points in the sample whose Euclidean distance from the sample point is not larger than some specified value r. If the number of neighboring sample points is larger than some lower bound p, a new cluster is assigned. Otherwise, the point is considered "noise." When a new cluster is assigned, DBSCAN combines all of the neighboring points (neighborhood) within the distance r, together with their neighborhood, provided the points are not noisy points. The cluster growth continues until no points remain (that are not designated as noise) that can be assigned to the cluster. Unlike clustering methods such as k-means and Gaussian mixture models, DBSCAN requires no initial guess of the number or shape of the clusters. In this study, the radius of the neighborhood r is 0.122 rad or 7.0°and the lower bound is p = 4. In the following maximum separation test, the l score, above which a cluster passes the test, is 0.2 in the alanine tripeptide example and 0.25 (for minima) and 0.11 (for saddles) in the met-enkaphalin example.
In the met-enkaphalin example, the objective function of the sketch map is χ 2 = P i≠j ½FðR ij Þ − f ðr ij Þ 2 (16) , where r ij is the Euclidian distance of two different landmarks in the projected 2D space. R ij is the rmsd between two averaged structures in terms of α-carbon atoms. Switching functions FðrÞ and f ðrÞ follow the general formula 1 − ð1 + ð2 a=b − 1Þðr=σÞ a Þ −b=a (16) . The values of a and b are 3.0 and 9.0 for FðrÞ and 2.0 and 2.0 for f ðrÞ. The parameter σ is 0.5 Å in both cases. The optimization strategy follows that in ref. 16 . In the d-AFED simulation, the temperature of s is 800 K, and the mass is 168.0 Å 2 ·rad −2 times the mass of the proton. The other simulation parameters are the same as those prescribed before. Independent samples are taken from the trajectories every 1 ps. These samples are convoluted with a homogeneous Gaussian kernel with a variance of 20°to generate a probability distribution of s, and landmark free energies can be evaluated following the method in ref.
3.
